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clitic cluster order in, 214
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psych-predicate in, 198
word order in
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p-movement
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p-movement, 270
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VOS word order, 273
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vs. p-movement, 273, 274, 275
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p-movement, 268, 269, 270, 273, 274, 275, 288, 289
Castilian Spanish, 275
interaction with clitic right-dislocation
(CLRD). See dislocation, clitic
right-(CLRD), interaction with
p-movement
Spanish and Portuguese, 288
Spanish dialectal variation, 280
TP, 275
VP, 274, 287, 291
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polarity, 114
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attenuating, 133
emphatic, 133
minimizer, 133
pragmatic licensing, 115
predicate
complex, 218, 219, 221, 222
formation, 221, 222, 223
stage-level (SL) vs. individual-level (IL), 40
diagnostics, 42
predicate fronting, partial, 120
N-idiom, 120
N-words, 120
predication, 7
preposition, 66, 70, 71, 74
change of location, 64, 67
change of state, 64
directional, 76
intransitive, 174, 175, 183
katharevousa, 177, 199
locative, 76, 179, 180, 183, 184, 185, 196
semantically light, 196, 198, 204
transitive, 174, 175
Processing Scope Economy principle, 145
projections, hierarchy of, 234, 240
adjectival, 240
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adjectival, with DEG head, 251
for the noun and the verb, 235
pronoun
tonic, 178, 194, 196
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N-idiom, 124, 128
scalar, N-idiom, 127
prosody, 143, 156, 162, 164, 167
contrastive, 165
in Russian, 165
interpretation, 164
L2 acquisition, 141, 142, 164
mapping, 144
neutral, 145
scope, 149
interpretation, 159, 163
readings affected by, 145
word order, 164
psych-predicate, 200, 201
psych-verbs, 37
quantification, focus, 233, 234, 247, 251, 255
quantifier
negative idiom as existential, 134, 135
negative polarity items as, 115
raising, 4
Russian, 145
scope, 129
with idioms, 131
with negative idioms, 125
with negative polarity items, 127
reconstruction, 4, 145, 162, 286
focus-driven, 159
reduplication, 258, 264
cletic. See cletic reduplication
for focus, 258
of a domain, 253
with deletion, 264
reflexivization
cletic and, 177, 180
register
high (katharevousa). See katharevousa
restrictions
adjective ordering, 243, 247, 264, 265
Russian, 143, 145, 158, 162
English vs., 146
heritage, 146
lack of reconstruction, 162
spoken, 149
written, 149
scalar implicature of idiom, 136
scope, 125, 126, 127, 128, 146, 147, 149, 155, 162, 163, 165, 166
ambiguity, 126
comparison between Russian and English, 159
in OVS order, 149
interpretation, 163
inverse, 145, 147
in Russian, 148
inverse surface
in English, 146
Mandarin, 148
native-like interpretation, 147
negation, 126
processing economy principle. See Processing Scope Economy principle
quantifier, 143, 147, 164, 167
Russian, 165
surface, 144
after reconstruction, 162
in Russian, 159
in Russian and English, 163
scrambling, 149, 164
in Russian, 148, 159, 166
scope and, 164
selection, 236, 254
of heads, 234
sentence, infinitival, 34, 37, 47, 58
as argument of an evaluative adjective, 60
as complement of adjectives, 52, 54
factive, 35, 37, 39
obligatory control, 48, 49
replaced by a demonstrative, 57
with Spanish en, 34
Spanish, 19, 41, 52, 63, 116. See also adjective, complement of, Spanish; alternation, adjectival, Spanish; anticausative, Spanish; causative, Spanish; control, obligatory, Spanish; idiom, negative; Object Shift, Spanish dialectal variation; prosody, verb, unaccusative; transitivity, Spanish; word order, Spanish acquisition, 19
American, 269
Buenos Aires, 269. See also doubling, cletic, Buenos Aires Spanish; word order
cletic doubling. See doubling: cletic (CD)
enclitics, 219
European, 269
L1, 18
L2, 18
Lima, 269. See also doubling: cletic (CD); word order
morphological properties, 21
pied-piping, 54
restructuring, 218
se, 20
stage-level/individual-level distinction, 60. See also adjective
standards, 86, 87
clitic, 191, 192
comparative, 191
comparison, 192
with genitive clitic, 193
genitive, 193, 194, 199, 200
maximum, 85, 87, 92, 95
minimum, 85, 93, 95
state
change of, 18, 66, 105
stress
Nuclear Stress Rule, 8
structure
argument, 18, 19, 29, 31, 39, 45, 47, 85, 185, 199, 205
via predication, 205
information
scope readings affected by, 145
lexical–conceptual (LCS), 35, 53
scalar, 85, 86, 87, 91, 99
telicity, 85, 86, 89, 90, 91, 104, 105
degree achievements. See achievement, degree, telicity in
Theory of Control
Sideward Movement, 34
transfer, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 141, 146, 147, 148, 149, 163
Developmentally Constrained, 16, 27, 28
Developmentally Moderated, 20, 27
English, 164
Full Transfer, 21, 27, 28
and Full Access, 15, 20
in heritage speakers, 146
inverse scope, 148
L1, 142
lexico-syntactic, 20, 28
modular, 29
morphological, 20, 27, 28
nuclear stress placement, 143
surface scope, 159
vs. L2 development, 20
transitivity
English and Spanish, 18
unaccusative
alternating, 17, 18, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28
English, 17, 18
construction, unaccusative, 66, 67, 70, 81, 82
change of location, 17
change of state, 16, 17, 68, 81
with incorporated path, 72
variability
in idioms, 112
variation
crosslinguistic, 94
dialectal, 276
in degree achievements, 105
in property-concept predication, 96
verb
change of location, 67, 74, 76
change of state, 65, 74
perception, 41, 224
restructuring, 211, 216
stative, 81, 82
unaccusative, 66
Spanish, 65
stative, 64
word order
binding relations, 273
in Russian, 144, 149
L2-learners, 165
Italian, 274, 279
Spanish, 270, 271
dialectal variation, 280
verb-object–subject (VOS), 271
as Object Shift, 273
as p-movement, 272
as VO movement in Catalan and Italian, 274
binding, 282
Buenos Aires and Lima Spanish, 269,
277, 279
clitic doubling with, 287
clitic with, 291
interaction with clitic right-dislocation (CLRD), 287
Italian, 274, 278
neutral focus on S, 270
Spanish, 268, 272
verb–subject–object (VSO), 271
as V-to-T movement, 271
Buenos Aires and Lima Spanish, 277
focused subject, 272
in Western Romance, 274